Guidelines on shared theses

*e.g. thesis written by two students*
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- No changes to the current faculty regulation on LM thesis
- Two students can work on one thesis project, if the workload related to the thesis justifies sharing the topic. Such cases could be:
  - Large empirical projects
  - Projects carried out at an organization requiring more manpower
  - Comprehensive literature analyses
- The supervisor must approve sharing a thesis project (based on the criteria above)
- The supervisor of the students decides, if the workload related to the thesis justifies sharing the work
- Maximum of two students can share a thesis project
- The student must clearly report their contribution to the thesis; the supervisor must have the possibility to grade the students separately
- The division of the work should be accepted by the supervisor
- The length of the thesis should be about double the length of a regular thesis
- The students must graduate in the same session
- The thesis presentation should be held together with both student having the regular presentation time, questions should be directed to both students; however, each student should be responsible for answering the questions related to the part he/she wrote in the thesis